2002 jeep wrangler service manual

Jeep Wrangler , repair manual, wiring diagrams, maintenance manual free download! See also:
Jeep Factory Service Manual. The new Jeep Wrangler repair manuals in English will
successfully fill in one of the few, but obvious, lacunae in the rich Russian market for auto
literature. In this manual, attention is paid to the specified models of 2WD and 4WD cars,
equipped with gasoline engines of 2. Jeep Wrangler data was released from to The proposed
Jeep Wrangler factory service manual will be of interest to both car owners Jeep Wrangler, who
want to thoroughly learn their vehicles and operate it correctly, and car service technicians and
service stations, who often had to deal with various tasks for diagnosing and repairing cars.
The Jeep Wrangler repair guide includes all the most requested information, which is supported
by numerous photographs, so that it becomes much more pleasant and easier to perform
practical tasks, even to a novice master or novice car enthusiast, not to mention experienced
craftsmen. In addition, a large number of photographs and clear explanations of them will help
to understand any topic, even to someone who knows English at the most basic level. The Jeep
Wrangler repair manual discusses all the components of the car in their relationship, indicates
their functions, technical data and talks about the methods of managing them. Detailed
instruction manual Jeep Wrangler will help the driver to get answers to all questions related to
the operation of the machine and the full use of technology. There is also a Jeep Wrangler
maintenance chapter in the manual, so that your car is always ready to leave the place on any
journey. Each quality manual, like this one, does not overlook the electronics of the machine
described, so it has all the Jeep Wrangler wiring diagrams. And, of course, the technical
reference book is needed where diagnostics and car repairs begin, especially in case of
unforeseen breakdowns. Using this service manual, the master or car owner can correctly and
efficiently accomplish the task of identifying the cause and type of the malfunction, as well as
repair or adjust the Jeep Wrangler using ordinary tools, even in the open air. All content on the
site Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any responsibility for illegal actions,
and any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Jeep Wrangler. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject
Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Jeep Wrangler Workshop Manual. Jeep Wrangler Repair Manual. Jeep Wrangler
Service Manual. Forums New posts Image search. Members Current visitors Supporting
Member Upgrade. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles
only. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. New posts. Image search. Install the app.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites
correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter JeepNWilly Start
date Apr 9, Tags fsm maintenance manual owners manual pdf service manual shop manual.
JeepNWilly Jeep Addict. Supporting Member. I hit the jackpot so I am sharing :beer-toast1:
Please if there are any issues or they are inaccurate let me know. Thanks UpperMI for the
additional manuals. I have got loads of manual on my old Surface3 tablet, as I found a pack all
saved on bitTorrent it included various years and the mopar parts guide the pack would be too
big to upload here though. Reactions: jaun. Working on uploading all I have. Reactions:
homerjaguar and Reign Mack. If anyone has any additional manuals let me know so I can add
them to the main post. Thanks, will download. Use to have lot of info on TJ's but can't login on
the Dropbox anymore, at least for now Last edited: Apr 9, Reactions: JeepNWilly. Ride of the
Month Winner. Joined Feb 27, Messages 13, Location Earth. This is a great idea. Thanks a
million! Reactions: Chris and JeepNWilly. Goblin Being vague is better than this other thing
Supporting Member. Awesome [emoji]. Reactions: JeepNWilly and Chris. Thats really helpfull

and generous! Joined Oct 29, Messages 6, Location Orygun, the wet side I showed up late to the
party and was going to throw the FSM and Parts list up, but it's already there. Good show.
Thank you. Is there a way I can save these to a flash drive? When I drag them over it saves a
link to this page but if this page ever goes away I will lose them. Reactions: Chris. I ended up
opening each file, then downloading them. I have a couple more manuals for the model year.
UpperMI said:. Click to expand Reactions: Modoc Guy and Chris. JeepNWilly said:. I will PM you
my email. Files have been attached to the original post Thanks:thumbup:. Nick K TJ Enthusiast.
Nick K said:. Do happen to have the manual for the AX5? Reactions: Nick K. Found one LOL.
Just uploaded it. Nathan Buchanan New Member. Post reply. Top Bottom. Jeep - Wrangler Workshop Manual - - Jeep Wrangler 4wd Workshop Manual V We'll send you a quick email a
new Jeep Wrangler document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Donations
are totally optional, if you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel pressured, but if
you can Pretty please could you help? Show full PDF. Get your hands on the complete Jeep
factory workshop software. Check out our popular Jeep Wrangler Manuals below:. Summary of
Content. Speaker Kit - Sub Woofer. Overhead Speakers - Soundbar. Mounting Kit - Cell Phone.
Winch Kit - Power. Bumper Kit - Rear Tubular. Trim Kit - Door. Light Kit - Off Road. Bar Kit Light Windshield. Interior Storage Console Kit - Floor Includes wire harness. Windshield cannot
be lowered. Bar, Front Sway. Rear Axle Axle Assembly, Rear. Front Brakes Front Brakes. Clutch
Clutch. Drive Belts, 2. Drive Belts, 4. Starters Starter Fig. Alternator [4. Fuse Block.
Wiring-Instrument Panel Distributor 2. Power Distribution Center Repair. Drive Train. Switches
Drivetrain. Switches - Body. Instrument Panel Instrument Panel. Cylinder Head Cylinder Head, 2.
Cylinder Head Cylinder Head, 4. Exhaust System Exhaust System, 2. Frames Frame Tank, Fuel
Fuel Tank, 2. Rear, 2. Front, 4. Rear, 4. Propeller Shaft Propshaft,Front and Rear Steering Wheel
Wheel, Steering Hoses and Reservoir,4. Wheels and Hardware Wheels. Hevac Unit, RHD. Hoses,
Heater 2. Hoses, Heater 4. Plumbing, Hevac 2. Compressor, Mounting 4. Emission Labels
Emission Labels, 2. Leak Detection Pump, 2. Half Front Shell And Hinges. Half Front Lock And
Controls. Moldings and Ornamentation Mouldings. Headliner and Visor Sunvisors ITJ Front
Seats. STJ Plugs Plugs Top Enclosure, Hard. STJ Fig. STJ Tailgate Tailgate. The zipper for the
left quarter window is serviced with the left quarter window. January 26, Get notified when we
add a new Jeep Wrangler Manual Notify me. Get notified when we add a new JeepWrangler
Manual. Notify me. We cover 60 Jeep vehicles, were you looking for one of these? Thanks for
visiting my little site! Can you help keep us online? Or add your coupon if you have it? Thank
you for visiting OnlyManuals. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Previous
Page. Next Page. A higher percentage will cosity of engine oil. As the vehicle is driven, the ATF
will begin additives must not be used. Support the vehicle in the raised position with jack
stands at the front and rear ends of the frame rails. Some Jeep vehicles are equipped with front
emer- gency tow hooks Fig. Route chains so not to unlock the steering wheel. Vehicle is
equipped with a heavy duty 1. System operating normaly. Heavy duty cooling system, extream
1. Heavy duty cooling system, and 1. Normal condition. GUAGE cooler ambient temperatures.
Obstruction in heater hoses. Foreign objects imbedded in 1. Remove foreign objects from has
separated from belt body pulley grooves. Incorrect belt tension 1. Bearing noise 2. Drive belts
on all engines are equipped with a spring loaded automatic belt tensioner. C deg. F at F for
ethylene-gly- col. Use of propylene-glycol can result in boil-over or freeze-up in Chrysler
vehicles, which are designed for ethylene-glycol. Repair as necessary. If there is not an
immediate pressure increase, pump the Pressure Tester. Do this until indicated pressure is
within system range of kPa 16 psi. Fluctuation of gauge pointer indicates compression or
combustion leakage into cooling system. Coolant level in a warm engine corrosion inhibitors
called HOAT, for Hybrid Organic will be higher due to thermal expansion. To Additive
Technology is recommended. This cap releases pressure at some point within a range of to kPa
to psi. The pres- sure relief point in pounds is engraved on top of the The cooling system will
operate at pressures slightly above atmospheric pressure. A pressure cap that does shut as
long as the cooling system is pressurized. Refer to the appropriate schematic to identify shared
Engine idle, warm-up, acceleration, deceleration circuits. Refer to the appropriate Diesel
Powertrain and wide open throttle modes are controlled based on Diagnostic Manual for more
information. The W5J electronic transmission has a fully adaptive control system. The system
performs its functions based on continuous real-time sensor feed- back information. Some of
these codes cause the transmission to go into Limp-In default mode. Some faults cause
permanent Limp-In and others cause temporary Limp-In. This occurs. Note lower bolts are
slightly shorter than upper bolts. The generator is belt-driven by the engine. It is serviced only
as a complete assembly. If the genera- tor fails for any reason, the entire assembly must be
replaced. Press in 2 clips Fig. Tighten all 4 mounting bolts 9 Tighten idler pulley bolt. Use a
dial-type or beam-type wrench. Tighten in counter-clockwise rotation Fig. Page Engine - 2. Refer

to cylinder leak down test. The engine cover is a black plastic cover used to 10 Remove
compression tester and adapter from cover the top of the engine Fig. When bolts. Refer to
owners cooler. Basic bore of the camshaft bearings will be altered. Ensure they are installed
free of stress. NOTE: Refer to the appropriate injector servicing procedures for cleaning of
injectors and recesses. This must be done with the transmission removed from the vehicle.
Tighten bolts in two stages. Distance between middle connecting rod bore to CAUTION: Install a
cylinder head gasket of standard thickness or a cylinder head gasket of repair thick- ness
depending on piston projection. Measure ring gap with a feeler gauge fit- ting snugly between
ring ends Fig. The hose is connected to an outlet port on the pump hous- ing and uses an
in-line check valve to retain system vacuum when vehicle is not running. These oil jets are used
to cool and lubricate the piston assemblies. Failure to do so will result in severe engine
damage. NOTE: Collect any residual fluids that may flow. A direct current motor pushes the
adjusting ing engine off. Markings on the camshaft bearing cap must be aligned. NOTE: Draw
out the end of old timing chain evenly as it becomes free, to the same extent that new tim- ing
chain is drawn in Fig. DO NOT rotate the engine with the bolt of the camshaft sprocket. DO NOT
rotate the engine counter clock- wise. NOTE: Markings on the camshaft and camshaft bearing
cap must be aligned. These fuel injectors are used to spray fuel into the combustion chamber
Fig. Almost immediately, the high- 2 Wipe out injector recesses with a non - woven level pick-up
current is reduced to the lower holding cloth, then clean with a cylinder brush. This diverted fuel
flows into the return flow pipe through the fuel cooler back to the tank. As a result of this
circulation, the fuel always remains relatively cool. All fluid should be drained from the system.
After any component replacement, system should be flushed and filled with Mopar Power
Steering fluid, or equivalent. Refer to Cooling System for the 6 Fill the reservoir and check the
power steering procedure. Page The system offers the additional advantage of The hydraulic
control components including actua- flexible adaptation to different vehicle and engine tors
which are responsible for the pressure distribu- variants. The sun gear 22 is held against the
housing by the multiple-disc holding clutch B2 6. The annulus gear 11 turns at a reduced speed
due Torque from the torque converter is increased via to the mechanical connection with the
front plane- the drive shaft 25 and all three planetary gearsets tary carrier The sun gear 22 turns
backwards due to the engaged multiple-disc clutch K3 No Vacuum Brake Booster After 1. The
Upshift At Full Throttle or 1. Instruct Customer. Deformation O-Rings. Replace O-Rings.
Deformation Adapter. Replace Adaptor. Verify that no wires, or the transmission vent hose,
have become trapped between the engine block and the transmission. Misadjusted Park Lock
cable. Adjust Park Lock cable. Three multi-plate driving clutches Fig. After installing, check
snap-ring for correct seat 1 Install piston 6 Fig. NOTE: Pay attention to sequence of discs. It
regulates the regulat- Signals from the transmission control module ing valve pressure p-RV.
Turn bayonet lock of guide bushing 2 anti-clock- wise. Remove all check balls 1, 3, 4 and the
central strainer 2. Check all valves for ease of move- valve body and valve housing. When
installing the electrohydraulic control module in the transmission housing, the plas- tic part of
the selector valve 1 must engage in the driver of the detent plate 2. They lock individual
elements of a planetary gear set together or against the transmis- Freewheeling clutches Fig.
Replace as nec- 1 Press freewheeling clutch F2 3 Fig. Press in piston using the disc spring 3
and Multi-use Spring Compressor 8. The ton 10 from the B3 piston 8 by blowing com- valve 1 in
the piston guide ring must be on top. Insert pump gear 1 Fig. Using the same forces and areas
as in the previous example, the smaller piston Fig. These are located in the mechanical part of
the transmission as the front, middle and rear planetary gear sets. It consists of a coil 1 Install
shifter assembly onto the shifter assem- of wire, wrapped around a magnetic core made from
bly studs on the floor pan. By keeping the air gap The modulating pressure regulating solenoid
valve between the plunger and the coil to the minimum 1 Fig. The dry-reed contact 4 is opened.
The TCM receives an electric signal. The circuit to the starter in the selector lever positions P
and N is closed. The torque converter Fig. The impeller consists of curved member of the
converter. The turbine is mounted blades placed radially along the inside of the housing within
the housing opposite the impeller, but is not on the transmission side of the converter. Under
stall conditions the turbine is stationary , the oil leaving the turbine blades strikes the face of
the stator blades and tries to rotate them in a counter- clockwise direction. Pry gear upward and
off mainshaft as shown. Be sure the gear teeth and bearing surfaces are in good condition.
Replace the gear if wear or damage is evident. Replace any bearing exhibiting signs of
roughness, wear, or damage. The bearing Fig. Torque the bolts to 6 Install the front driveshaft.
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